His secret could change martial arts and sport fighting forever...
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He did it by spending his time working only in this lethal system... one that’s advertised
for use in “life-or-death confrontations ONLY.” Now, for the first time, the true story...
kept secret for nearly 2 years... that proves this system is every bit as devastatingly
effective for you in a SPORT competition... as it is in a criminal attack!

W

ith his grandfather all smiles and his
coach watching in shocked disbelief, 16year-old Brandon Hartley of
Brownsburg, Indiana walked off with the coveted
gold medal at the National AAU Taekwondo
championships in Knoxville, Tennessee.
Nothing terribly unusual about this... except
Hartley performed the feat while spending minimal time the past year inside his coach’s Taekwondo
studio... and none of it practicing traditional TKD!
Instead he spent his time working solely with a
lethal, self-defense and personal-protection system
that according to its creators, is designed “strictly
for use in violent, life-or-death confrontations!”
All this was quietly hushed up when Hartley won
the title... back in 2003. But now, nearly two years
later, word has finally leaked about this amazing
feat and the possible ramifications it might have in
the combat sporting world.
Here’s how Hartley explains what happened...
.........
“I was hooked on TKD the first day my grandfather introduced me to it at age seven. From then
on my life was consumed by it. I went to classes
five days a week and would have gone six if not for
soccer on Saturdays. While it takes the average person 2½ years to make black belt... I did it in just
1½. I was even told not to let people know my age
and how quickly I earned my black belt because it
was rare to have one... by age nine!

The Handicap That Nearly
Cost Me Everything
“For the next seven years, I averaged nearly 19
trophies or medals a year. But while that may sound
great... my success didn’t last.
“As I got older, my competitors got better while
I stagnated. A lot had to do with my size.
See, I was very small for my age... with really short legs! I couldn’t kick someone before they
kicked me and I had no idea how to fight in close.
Because of my many injuries from literally getting
my butt kicked in tournaments, I quit Taekwondo
sparring in 1997. I did some forms (or kata) but
that was it.
“A couple years later I switched schools... and
in the process found a new Master instructor. I
learned to become an “inside fighter” and through
seminars and classes learned to use things like explosive power, conditioning and timing to offset
my size handicap.
“Sparring was fun again... for a while...
“I won the Indiana state tournament four years
in a row in both USTU (United States Taekwondo
Union) and AAU. But to my disappointment, I still
wasn’t competitive at the national level. While I
won several medals, including a bronze at the AAU

TKD Junior Olympics, I could never beat the best.
And when I lost a competition that would have let
me represent the United States in international TKD,
I disgustedly threw in the towel again. I was burned
out and swore, ‘That’s it... no more TKD!’
“Fortunately, it was at this moment my grandfather chose to introduce me to a lethal self-defense
system he’d talked about years before but until now
felt I simply wasn’t old enough to handle. With it...
my whole world changed.
“This program was touted as strictly for life-ordeath application... something I was sure I knew a
lot about after years near the top of my TKD training. But I was in for the shock of my life.
“In back room discussions, all of us in martial
arts had heard the stories of how our sport training
prepares us for just that... sport fighting. But until I
learned this program, I never believed it.
“Well, let me tell you... it’s true!

Making Lethal Movements Work
In A Sporting Application
“After attending this training, I was so shocked
at the results... and how little I knew... I attended a
second class! And it was then I first realized these
concepts COULD be used in other applications...
even though this company hammered into us the
fact their stuff was for violent conflict only!
“In fact, it’s the reason I relented when my
Grandfather asked me to defend my Indiana state
title in TKD... even though I hadn’t practiced TKD
in forever. I entered and won... with surprising ease!
And reluctantly agreed to compete at the AAU TKD
nationals in July of 2003... but only if I trained in
my ‘secret’ system... not TKD. So...
• While others did ply metrics and endurance
training, I did ‘weird’ leg exercises (the only conditioning stressed in this system).
• While everyone else ran laps and sprints, I ate
Arby’s roast beef sandwiches in the lobby.
• While the others did traditional workouts at
home, I used this company’s radical concept of
fighting ‘imaginary’ attackers in my bedroom.
“I’m sure my instructor thought I’d gone nuts
but he saw the incredible change in my style. Secretly, I think he wondered how he’d get students
to train in traditional ways if I did happen to win.
“Fast forward to the week of July 4th 2003.
Knoxville, Tennessee... Taekwondo Nationals.
“I had a surprising sense of calm even though I
had done NO traditional practice whatsoever.
“My first fight paired me with the best fighter.
He was tall, quick... and used an offensive style.
But every time he threw a kick towards me I lunged
in and stuck him with a strong punch to his solar
plexus. From there I fought from the inside, stay-

ing as close as I could and always moving into his
body... exactly as I’d learned from this lethal fighting system. When he backed up, I’d wait... then do
it all over again. I won with surprising ease!
“My next fight was against a defensive fighter,
so I went at him differently. Using what I’d learned
outside TKD, I got his rhythm down and when he
backed up I moved in and hit him as he lifted his
foot to move away. I did this over and over... and
won again. My last two fights I handled the same.

How I Won Gold With A System
Designed To Defeat Violent Criminals!
“The fight for gold was three, 2-minute rounds
against another strong defensive fighter. I never
moved backwards, instead always fighting from the
inside... something I’d never done in prior years.
“It was these ‘real’ fighting concepts... the ones
that supposedly SHOULDN’T be used in a sport
competition... that helped me finally win the AAU
Taekwondo National competition!
“The other fighters were as strong and quick as
ever but with the radically different skill set I possessed I was able to handle them much easier. My
endurance and leg strength was phenomenal compared to previous traditional training... even though
it took only a FRACTION of the time to train. Instead of trying to muscle through competitors, I took
their balance. And I was able to fight as hard as I
could... without tiring... a huge difference from previous years.”
.........
Brandon’s experience “let the cat out of the bag.”
And while the program he learned was NOT designed for sport, it’s as obvious as a wart on your
nose, the application of these life-or-death techniques are totally DOWNWARD compatible. Learn
them for a worst-case scenario... then apply them
ANYWHERE in a lesser situation... even SPORT!
The company offering this training no longer
denies its applicability in sport competitions... but
they’re still not playing it up.
So you’ve got to dig into this material yourself
if you want to find out what Brandon did... and
truly understand its potential.
Fortunately, most of it’s spelled out in a quickly
read, easily understandable FREE report you can
get by calling 866-364-5959. No one will
try to sell you anything. It’s a simple voicemail
number where you leave your name and address
and ask that this free report be mailed to you.
If you want to learn the secrets of how a young
man who was good but never great became... the
BEST in his sport... and how you can do the same
thing too... just call the number today. The results
will astound you... just as they did him.
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